A number of very urgent circumstances are bearing down upon me this morning.

My beloved Labrador Retriever suffered either a stroke or an epileptic seizure last night and so we are waiting for diagnosis. That’s just my little world torn apart and an insight into the fact that I and everyone else continues on with the struggles of their private lives on top of all the other work we do and roles we fill.

We have sick dogs and dirty dishes like everyone else.

Thank the True God for all the volunteers and donations and on the ground “boots” coming forward to save this country from itself.

We are sounding a call for unity and clarity of purpose in the midst of the Mayhem and are pleased to see a new video by Mark Emery and the Lighthouse Law Club —I believe it’s called “It’s Game Time” — calling for unified action and laying out a game plan.

I have always liked Mark, though our approaches have been somewhat different— I slogged on to assemble the actual government owed to this country while he went the “Private Membership Association” route.

Now I think it’s time for both ends to meet in the middle, together with several other major patriot groups and efforts, all working together on various levels and at various capacities to solve the same problem.

All of those reading this please pass the message on to Mark Emery that there have been many developments and we need to talk as soon as possible. The contact data I have for him is dated, but mine has remained the same so it’s easier for him to call me, but whatever works.

He’s right, as usual. It is time to come together, share resources, and deal with the usurpation against our government using all the lawful and legal tools available to us.

Because our vision of people-centered government that respects the rights and property of all people is for all people and the problem of Corporate Feudalism has grown far outside the borders of those countries that first gave the parasite a home, this is not just a call to unite and focus America on the job that needs to be done.

Every day from all around the world, I field calls from people who are waking up and seeing the evils and failures of their own governments and the slow creeping rot of society held captive by corporate robber barons, crooked banks and other institutions gone awry.

It’s not just an American problem. The housecleaning and swamp draining is a worldwide
necessity.

As Mark so neatly sums it up, we have been standing alone and haven’t been able to gain the traction needed to make the needed changes because (1) we’ve been dumbed down and left ignorant, the better to prey upon us; (2) we’ve been disorganized; and (3) we haven’t had access to our own money and funding needed to do the job.

Well, it’s time to change all that. Time to get the education we need, pull together the organizations we need, and put together the funding to make it happen.

We have fifty States and forty-nine State Assemblies coming together. The sole State still Missing is North Dakota, which needs to get back on the map ASAP! If you know people in North Dakota, spread the word.

The Lawful Government of the Land and soil is back and in Session.

The push is now on to “populate” every county in America. Our lawful government has taken our claims into the Lion’s Den and lodged everything firmly on the international Public Records.

We will soon be issuing actual State Credentials to replace State of State IDs.

We have websites for all the State Assemblies nearing completion.

And a new block chain Public Notice and Recording System, too.

We have a new Peacekeeping Task Force to bring together the Constitutional Sheriffs, the actual State Militias, and The Continental Marshals as a cohesive network.

We are bringing together a team of both Constitutional Bar Attorneys and non-Bar Counselors of Law to rebuild the lawful Court System and bring justice back into the Admiralty and Maritime Courts that have been used to usurp upon and pillage the people of this country.

It’s coming together, folks, and you are making it happen, one telephone call, one Zoom Conference, one donation, and one new lesson learned — organically, one step are a time.

Your government’s main duty is to protect you and your property. The problem is that your government, of, for, and by the people has been Missing in Action for decades.

It’s time to change all that.
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See this article and over 2500 others on Anna’s website here: www.annavonreitz.com

To support this work look for the PayPal buttons on this website.